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Process-Gate Nets (PGNs) are graphical expressions for defining synchronisation requirements 
between a set of processes. As a graphical language they are easier to comprehend than the 
linear expressions of LOTOS. On the other hand LOTOS is supported by a convenient set of 
tools. Therefore it may be useful in the initial phase of formal specification to first define the 
high-level interaction pattern of a set of LOTOS processes as a PGN, and then transform the 
PGN to an equivalent LOTOS expression. This raises the question whether such an equivalent 
expression can be found at all and, if so, to determine such an expression. It is known that some 
PGNs can not be represented in LOTOS, and that the clasa of (what we call) alpha-implicit, 
globally unique PGNs can always be represented using only parallel operators 
We show that for a large subclass of all PGNs (including the globally unique ones) representabil
ity in LOTOS using only parallel operators can be decided by transforming the synchronisation 
requirements into a set of equations in a Boolean algebra and then solving the equations. More
over this Boolean algebra method can also be used to decide the equivalence of LOTOS expres
sions that use only parallel operators and process variables. The method has been implemented 
and we give some examples of applications. 

1. Introduction 

A Process-Gate Net (PGN) [Bol90) is a graph of nodes denoting processes, where each node 
is labelled by a procesa name and a set of actions (the sort or alphabet of the procesa). Sets 
of nodes may be linked by edges (turning it into a hypergraph [Ber76)) that are labelled by 
actiona (also called gates). The graph represents the synchronisation requirements on the set of 
processes: an edge labelled a linking a set of procesa nodes S prescribes that all processes in S 
should participate in doing a. If a label occurs on more than one edge linked to a process node 
this prescribes or-synchronisation, i.e. it offers independent possibilities for synchronisation. 

Example 1 

a • P[a) 

b • Q[a,b) • P[a) 

P[•yQ[a[ 
a a • • Q[a) R[a) 

R[a) 
(P, Q and R are procesa names; a and b are actiona). The first PGN prescribes that P and Q 
should synchronise on a actiona, and that Q can do b actiona on its own. No other actiona are 
possible. The second PGN prescribes that either P and Q or Q and R should synchronise on a. 
The last PGN prescribes that all three of P, Q and R should synchronise on a. 

PGNs can be used in the initial stage of a specification to give the top-level interconnection 
and synchronisation pattern of a set of processes, the behaviour of which is "filled in" later. 
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They form a high-level way of defining "who synchronises with whom on what". As a graphical 
language they are easier to comprehend than the linear expressions of LOTOS. On the other 
hand LOTOS is supported by a convenient set of tools. Therefore it may be useful in the initial 
phase of formal specification to first define the high-level interaction pattern of a set of LOTOS 
processes as a PGN, and then transform the PGN to an equivalent LOTOS expression. Note that 
PGNs and LOTOS have a common semantica! domain: labelled transition systems, providing 
the hasis for relating the two. 

The problem we discuss here is to give an equivalent LOTOS expression for a PGN. "Equivalent" 
basically means that when behaviour expressions are substituted for the process names in the 
PGN and in the LOTOS expression, the resulting behaviours should be bisimular. For the second 
example above, an equivalent LOTOS expression is Q[a]l[a]l (P[aJIII R[a]). 
For some PGNs is it known (see [HNS91]) that there is no LOTOS representation at ali, so 
they extend LOTOS in capability for specifying synchronisation requirements. For others (the 
alpha-implicit, globally unique ones) it is known they can be represented in LOTOS using only 
parallel operators ([Bol90, BdFE92]). 

Our main results are: 

o For a large class of PGNs (the subset-unique ones) the problem whether there is an equiva
lent LOTOS expression using only parallel operators ( and process variables) can be decided 
by transforming the synchronisation requirements into a set of equations in a Boolean al
gebra and then solving the equations (see section 4). 

o This "Boolean algebra method" can equally be applied to decide the equivalence of any 
two LOTOS expressions consisting only of process variables and parallel operators (see 
section 7). 

We refer to [Kar94] for most proofs and further results. 

2. Definitions and notation 

2.1. Boolean algebra 

A Boolean algebra (see e.g. [Bro90, Rud74]) is a structure (B, +,·,',O, 1) where B is a set, + 
and · are commutative, associative binary operators on B, ' is a unary operator on B, and 
O, 1 E B (Oi= 1), satisfying the following set of axioms: for al! a, b, cE B: 

distributive a· (b + c) a· b +a· c complement a+ a' 1 
a+ (b · c) = (a+ b) ·(a+ c) a· a' O 

unit a+O = a = a·1 

Operator precedence is: "'", "·", "+". Usually "·" is suppressed, i.e. denoted by juxtaposition. 
Some usefullaws that bold in any Boolean algebra: 

absorption a + ab = a 
a+ a'b = a+ b 

a(a+b) = a 
a( a'+ b) = ab 

A partial order ("subsumption") is defined by a~ b =def ab' =O. 

A Boolean function is a function f : B" --t B generated syntactically by 

F ::= c 1 x 1 F · F 1 F + F 1 F'. 

where c E B is a constant, x E { x 1 , ... , x,. } is a variable. The semantics should be obvious. 
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We use Boolean algebra to calculate with sets of actions from a set Act. This means that we 
have the following interpretation: 

B >-+ JP'(Act) 
a' >-+ Act\ a 

o >-+ 0 
1 >-+ Act 

a+b >-+ aub 
a·b >-+ anb 

Set difference can be expressed as a \ b =def ab'. 
We use the notation of Boolean algebra, instead of the usual set operations, in particular when
ever we want to calculate with an expression, i.e. stress its symbolic nature. 

2.2. Labelled transition systems and LOTOS 

We assume the reader tobe already familiar with labelled transition systems and LOTOS [Bri89] 
with its semantics defined by transition rules and the notion of strong bisimulation equivalence, 
denoted by ~ (cf. [Mil89]). 

We assume a fixed universe of observable actions Act. The special action T ~Act represents an 
unobservable, interna! action. The class of labelled transition systems over Act is denoted by 
LTS. The menu of possible actions in a state B of an LTS is out(B) =def {a E Act 1 3B' : 
B --'4 B' }. 

The only LOTOS operators used are prefixing, (general) choice, process instantiation, parallel 
operators, relabelling and stop. Some of these opera tors ha ve a slightly different syntax: 

1. The binary parallel operator I[A]I, prescribing synchronisation on all actions in A<;; Act, 
is represented as !IA· A will be called the par-set of IIA· 
The interleaving parallel operator is defined by III =def ll0· The CSP [Hoa85] parallel 
operator, denoted 1 n 1. is defined by p 1 n 1 Q =def p IIL(P)nL(Q) Q. 

2. Relabelling of actions is represented by a post-fix operator [j], where j : Act -t Act is a 
relabelling function (satisfying f(r) = r). fis represented by a list ofsubstitutions a'ja, 
meaning that a is relabelled into a' ( cf. CCS [Mi189]). E.g. where we use P[a' /a, b' jb] for 
a process P with sort {a, b, c }, this would be represented in standard LOTOS as: 

P[a', b', c] where process P[a, b, c] := ... 

3. General choice is represented as E { P; 1 i E I} denoting a choice of behaviours from P, for 
i E I. For example, E { Pi 1 i E { 1, 2, 3 } } corresponds to standard LOTOS P1 O P2 O P3 • 

Definition 2 (Process names, ParExpr, Pattern, Proc) 

1. A sorted set of process names (or process variables) is a finite set PN, together with a 
function alpha : PN -t IP'(Act) that assigns an alphabet to each process name. 

2. A ParExpr or LOTOS parallel expression over a sorted set of process names PN is gener
ated by the abstract syntax 

E ::= P[A] 1 E1 llc Ez. 

where P E PN, A, C <;; Act, and each process name occurs exactly once in E. The set 
A= alpha(P) denotes the gate list of P, also known as its syntactical sort L(P). 

3. A pattern is a ParExpr without par-sets. It only shows the structure of a ParExpr. The 
parallel operators in a pattern are often denoted "1". 

4. proc(E) denotes the set of process names occurring in a ParExpr E. 

The sync-set of a ParExpr E and a subset S of the process names is defined to be the set of 
actions on which precisely all processes in S will synchronise: 
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Definition 3 (Sync-set of a ParExpr) 
Let E bea LOTOS parallel expression over PN. For 0 =i' S ~ PN with proc(E) n S =i' 0 define 
recursively over the structure of E 

sync-set P[A] ( S) 

sync-set Ellc E' ( S) 

A 

{ 

sync-setE(S) \ C 
sync-setE,(S) \ C 
sync-setE(S) n C n sync-setE,(S) 

sync-set E(S) =def 0 when S n proc(E) = 0. 

, if S n proc(E') = 0 
, if S n proc(E) = 0 
, if S n proc(E) =i' 0 
and S n proc(E') =i' 0 

For example, if E = P[A]Ilx (Q[B]IJy R[C]) then sync-setE( {P, Q}) =An X n (B\Y). 

A ParExpr E may be conceived of as a binary tree tree(E) based on its syntactical terin structure. 
Intermediate nodes represent parallel operators and are labelled with their par-set; leaves are 
labelled by process names. The sync-set of a ParExpr can be characterised in terms of its tree 
representation: 

Lemma4 
For a LOTOS parallel expression E over PN and 0 =i' S ~ PN: Let Es be the set of nodes in 
tree(E) such that both subtrees have processes in common with S and let E~ be the set of nodes 
such that only one subtree has processes in common with S, then (as a Boolean expression) 

sync-setE(S) = II alpha(P) · II par-set(x) · II par-set(x)' 
PES zEEs zEES 

(Recall that Boolean expressions are to be interpreted as in set algebra, i.e. "·" and "II" denote 
intersection, "+" and "E" denote union, and '"" denotes complementation with respect to Act.) 
For example, if E = P[A]IIx (Q[B]IJy R[C]) then sync-setE({P,Q}) =A· B ·X· Y', cf. the 
example after definition 3. 

2.3. Process-Gate Nets 
Definition 5 (Process-Gate Net) 
A PGN over a sorted set of procesa names PN is a finite hypergraph (PN, edges, labei, nodes) 
where 

o P N is the set of nodes, 

o edges is a finite set of edges, 

o labei : edges -+ Act gives the action labei of each edge, 

o nodes : edges-+ IP'(PN) \ { 0} gives the nonempty set of nodes linked to each edge. 
subject to the requirement that each edge labei is contained in the alphabet of all its nodes: for 
ali e E edges and P E nodes(e): label(e) E alpha(P). This requirement is called the "positive 
cooperation condition" in [Bol93]. 
Note that an action (unlike a process name) may occur more than once in a PGN. To ensure 
a unique minimal representation, we require that no unnecessary duplicate edges occur: for ali 
e1, e2 E edges: ( label(e1 ) = label(e2) and nodes(el) = nodes(e2) ) ==> e1 = e2• 

These definitions are relative to one specific PGN, which should be clear from the context. When 
several PGNs are used, subscripts will be used to indicate the specific PGN, e.g. edgebN(P) 
denotes the edges of node Pin PGN N. 
Usually a PGN is defined as a bipartite graph, i.e. a graph with two kinds of nodes: one for 
process names and one for gate names (actions). Edges only occur between nodes of different 
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kinds, and they are unlabelled. We find our definition more natural, since it automatically 
prevents the occurrence of gate nodes that are not connected to any process node. 

Next we define some auxiliary notionsjfunctions for a PGN N. 

Definition 6 (Sync-set, implicit alphabet) 

o For S ~ PN, sync-setN(S) is the set of edge labels on which precisely the processes inS 
synchronise: 

sync-setN(S) =def { label(e) 1 eE edges, nodes(e) = S} 

Note that sync-setN(0) = 0, and that sync-set is overloaded, the subscript indicates 
whether it refers to a PGN ora LOTOS parallel expression. 

o The implicit alphabet of a node P is the set of action labels of edges linked to a node P: 

impl-alphaN(P) =def { label(e) E Act 1 eE edges,P E nodes(e)} 

Or in terms of sync-sets: impl-alphaN(P) = UPES sync-setN(S). The positive cooperation 
condition can now be stated as: for all PE PN: impl-alphaN(P) ~ alpha(P). 

Semantics of a PGN 

The semantics of a PGN on a set of process names PN depends on an assignment of labelled 

transition systems to the process names. Given such an assignment, the PGN produces a com
bined transition system which may be defined operationally by a set of transition rules. 

Definition 7 (Compatible assignment) 
An {alphabet-)compatible assignment of PN is an assignment B: PN-+ c:rs such that for all 

PE PN: L(B(P)) ~ alpha(P). Ass(PN) is the set of compatible assignments of PN. 

The reason for only looking at compatible assignments is that a process name along with its 

alphabet is considered as a LOTOS process heading P[A], and in LOTOS the sort (alphabet) 

of the body of a process should be a subset of its gatelist. 

The following notation will be useful: for B, B' E Ass(PN), a E Act, S ~ PN 

B ~ B' =def for all PE S : B(P) ....!4 B'(P) aud for all P fţ S: B(P) = B'(P) 

i.e. B ~ B' when precisely the processes P in S perform an a-transition B(P) ....!4 B'(P). 

Definition 8 (Semantics of a PGN) 
Let N be a PGN over PN and Jet B, B' E Ass(PN). The behaviour of N(B) -which denotes 
N after substituting P >-+ B(P) for each P E PN- is given by the set of transition rules: 

B label(e)fnodes(e)) B' 

N(B)~N(B') 

B~B' 

N(B) --4 N(B') 

For each e E edges N there is a rule on the left expressing that all processes linked to the edge 

should synchronise on its !abel. For each P E PN there is a rule on the right expressing that 
private r actions are allowed. 

2.4. Intermezzo: Constrained-alphabet synchronisation contexts 

Both PGNs and LOTOS parallel expressions can be regarded as ways of defining special contexts: 

functions that take as arguments a list of LTSs and produce an LTS the behaviour of which 
depends only on the behaviours of the argumenta ( definition by means of transition rules). They 
are special in two ways: 
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1. The alphabet of each argument is prescribed: only LTSs are meant to be substituted for 
which the alphabet is contained in the prescribed alphabet. We coin the term constrained
alphabet contexts to contexts with prescribed alphabets. 

2. The transition rules have a specific format: they only allow synchronisation between argu
ments. Any transition rule for a context C over the set of arguments PN has the format: 

B~B' 
C(B)~C(B') 

for some a E Act, S ~ PN. We cain the term synchronisation context to this kind of 
context. For readers familiar with Larsen's "contexts as action transducers" semantics 
(see [Lar86]): a PGN/ParExpr over PN with IPNI = n defines a context system with one 
n-place context C and transductions of the form: C (a,,.~ .••• ) C, where a E Act and each 
ai is either a or O, and at least one of the ai is a. For such contexts the sync-sets may 
be defined by sync-setc(S) =def {a E Act 1 C-:;--+C }, where as : PN -r Act U {O} is 

defined by as( P) = { ~ : ~i ~ : ~ . The previous definitions for sync-set N and sync-set E 

comply with this definition. 

Summarising, both PGNs and LOTOS parallel expressions are means of defining constrained
alphabet synchronisation contexts. 

2.5. LOTOS Representation of a PGN 

A representation is an equivalent expression. The equivalence used is defined next and it is the 
one found in all the literature on PGNs. 

Definition 9 (Equivalence between a PGN and a ParExpr) 
Let E bea ParExpr and N a PGN over PN. 

N ~"' E =def for all B E Ass(PN) : N(B) ~ E(B) 

In fact, this definition applies to the equivalence of constrained-alphabet contexts in general. 
[BdFE92J uses ~~ instead of~"' and calls it "universally strong equivalence". 

We distinguish between two types of representation problems: 

o General representation problem: Given a PGN N is there a LOTOS parallel expression E 
such that N ~"' E? 

o Pattern representation problem: Given a PGN N and moreover a pattern E (i.e. a LOTOS 
parallel expression without par-sets), can the par-sets in E be chosen such that N ~"' E? 

In both cases we are not only interested in the existence question ("is there a solution"), but 
also in the solution itself (preferably obtained in a constructive fashion). 

2.6. Duplicate gate occurrences: a PGN hierarchy 

It will be clear that the more duplicate edge labels occur in a PGN, the more difficult it will 
be to represent it in LOTOS. We define a hierarchy of PGNs by restricting duplicate labei 
occurrences. 

Definition 10 (PGN Hierarchy) 

o A globally unique PGN is a PGN without duplicate edge labels. In terms of sync-sets: 

for all S =/- T ~ PN : sync-set(S) n sync-set(T) = 0 
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o A locally unique PGN is a PGN such that at each node the edge labels are unique. In 
terms of sync-sets: 

for all SofT<;;; PN : S n T of 0 ==? sync-set(S) n sync-set(T) = 0 

o A subset-unique PGN is a PGN such that an edge labei occurring on an edge linking a set 
of nodes T may not occur on an edge linking a strict subset of T. In terms of sync-sets: 

for all SofT<;;; PN : 0 of S C T ==? sync-set(S) n sync-set(T) = 0 

This definition can be applied to any synchronisation context, so also to LOTOS parallel expres
sions. We denote the class of globally unique, locally unique, subset-unique PGNs by PGN global> 

PGNlocal, PGNsubset, resp. It will be clear from the definition in terms of sync-sets that 

PGNglobal <;;; PGN1ocal <;;; PGNsubset <;;; PGN 

Referring to example 1: the middle PGN is subset-unique but not locally unique, the other ones 
are globally unique. Adding an edge labelled b to P in the left PGN would turn it into a locally 
unique PGN. 

2.7. Alphabet issues 

Some PGNs are special in that for each node every action in its alphabet occurs on one of the 
edges linked to the node. (Note that the opposite always holds: an edge labei should be present 
in the alphabet of the nodes linked to it.) 

Definition 11 (Alpha-implicit PGN) 
A PGN is alpha-implicit if for each node P: alpha(P) = impl-alpha(P). 

All PGNs in example 1 are alpha-implicit. A picture of an alpha-implicit PGN need not show the 
alphabets since they can be derived from the edge labels. By contrast, a PGN that is not alpha
implicit will be called alpha-explicit (an example follows). This division in alphabet-implicit and 
explicit PGNs is "orthogonal" to the PGN hierarchy above. 

One might think (as in [dFE93]) that an alpha-explicit PGN can be turned into an "equiv
alent" alpha-implicit PGN by just adding to each node P edges labelled by actions from 
alpha(P)\impl-alpha(P). This is not the case. As a simple example consider the following PGNs: 

N1 : ._,_!:_ N2 : • 
p~ p~ 

The alpha-implicit N 1 specifies that P can do a actions, whereas the alpha-explicit N2 specifies 
that a actions cannot occur! Equivalent LOTOS expressions for the two PGNs are: N 1 ~" P[a] 
and N2 ~" P[a] [[{ "} stop. Summarising, alpha-explicit PGNs prescribe blocking on actions 
outside the implicit alphabet (cf. the restriction operator in CCS [Mil89]). 
We will be mostly concerned with alpha-implicit PGNs, since we feei that it is their capability 
to express synchronisation that is of prime importance, not their capability to forbid actions. 

3. Related work 

[Bol90] and [BdFE92] first used alpha-implicit, globally unique PGNs, just called PGNs there. 
This work concerns the generalisation of results like the law of associativity of parallel com
position (see section 7). Among other things they show that an alpha-implicit, globally unique 
PGN over PN can be represented by any LOTOS parallel expression over PN if the parallel 
operators between the process variables are taken tobe the CSP [ n [-operator, i.e. with synchro
nisation over al! common actions. This is called the maxima/ cooperation condition/principle. 
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The fact that the way in which the process variables are "nested" is irrelevant, is equivalent to 
associativity of 1 n 1 under bisimulation equivalence. 

(BdFEOM91] generalises this work to include hiding. Globaliy unique PGNs are extended by 
a function which classifies each gate as being either an interna! gate, a hidden communication 
gate or a visible communication gate. 

Process Topology Diagrams (PTDs) ([HNS91]) extend PGNs by aliowing hierarchical structures. 
An example is given of a PTD that has no LOTOS representation. In PGN terms it looks like 

P[a] 

aĂ~ 
Q[a]~R[a] 

a 

[dFE93] is the first work to consider representability of general PGNs as LOTOS paraliel ex
pressions. He claims to have an algorithm for deciding the general representation problem using 
an extension of the algorithm of [Bol90, BdFE92]. However the page limit afforded by AMAST 
for contributions is too smali to fuliy appreciate the claims. He remarks that it is sufficient 
to consider alpha-implicit PGNs since alpha-explicit ones can be easily handled by the trick 
mentioned in section 2.7, which we showed to be incorrect. 

[Bol93] considers the reverse problem: given a LOTOS paraliel expression, derive an equivalent 
PGN. Specificaliy he shows that for each ParExpr E there is a subset unique PGN Ne such that 
Ne ~"' E, and if E 1 ~"' E2 then Ne, = Ne2 • A PGN is calied a General Process Interaction 
Net, a subset unique PGN is calied a Process Interaction Net and the term PGN is reserved for 
our alpha-implicit, globaliy unique PGN. 

Based on the work in [Bol90] and [BdFE92], a PGN-like construct is adopted in G-LOTOS 
[Naj92], the graphical syntax for LOTOS that is currently being standardised. 

4. The Boolean Algebra Approach 

4.1. The Sync-set Principle 

The problem we consider is the pattern representation problem (in section 6 we look into the 
general representation problem): given a PGN N and a ParExpr E over a set of processes 
PN, where the paraliel operators in E contain uninstantiated variables: can these variables be 
instantiated such that N ~" E? 
The basic idea is that N ~" E if and only if for each subset S of PN the set of actions on 
which precisely ali P E S synchronise in N coincides with the set of actions on which precisely 
ali PE S synchronise in E. Formaliy this "Sync-set Principle" can be stated as: 

N ~"' E ~ for ali S ~ PN: sync-setN(S) = sync-sete(S) 

(note that sync-setN(0) = sync-sete(0) always holds, because both are 0). Unfortunately it is not 
clear whether this principle holds in general, we have not been able to find a proof or a counter
example. However, for subset-unique PGNs this principle does hold. An important fact used in 
the proof is that the context defined by a LOTOS paraliel expression is itself subset-unique. 

Theorem 12 
LOTOS paraliel expressions are subset-unique. 

Proof 
Let E bea LOTOS paraliel expression. We have to prove: sync-sete(S) n sync-sete(T) = 0 for 
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all S,T ~ PN such that 0 # S C T. 
First we consider the case T = S U { P} where P f. S. Consider the path in tree(E) from the 
leaf labelled P to the root. Since P f. S there must be a node labelled x on this path such that 
x E E's (it is the lowest node such that PE proc(x) and proc(x) n S # 0). Since PE T we will 
have x E Er, therefore by lemma 4 the Boolean expression sync-setE(S) · sync-set E(T) contains 
both par-set(x) and par-set(x)' hence it is O. 
Next apply induction, using that an enlargement of T affects a node different from x. 

The main result is 

Theorem 13 
For every PGN N and LOTOS parallel expression E over PN: 

N ~"' E and N is subset-unique 
if and only if 

for all S ~ PN: sync-setN(S) = sync-setE(S) 

Proof (sketch) 

=>: Consider the "one-shot" assignment Bs, for S ~ PN, defined by 

B (P) = ·{ L:{a;stoplaEalpha(P)} ,ifPES 
s def stop ' if p f. S 

D 

First, since N(Bs) ....!4 N' ~ 38' ~ S: a E sync-setN(S') and N' ~ N(Bs\S') , it fol
lows that out(N(Bs)) = Us•cs sync-setN(S'). The same goes for E. 
Next, N ~"' E implies (since Bs is alphabet-compatiblewith PN) that N(Bs) ~ E(Bs) for 
all S. In particular out(N(Bs)) = out(E(Bs)), i.e. Us•cs sync-setN(S') = Us•cs sync-set E(S'). 
Now use induction on the size of S to prove that subset::-uniqueness ofboth N and E implies 
that for all S: sync-setN(S) = sync-setE(S). 

~: The first conjunct follows by showing that { (N(B), E(B)) 1 B E Ass(PN)} is a strong 
bisimulation relation using the definition of sync-set for N and E. 
The second conjunct follows from subset-uniqueness of E and equality of the sync-sets. 

D 

Example 14 
As a running example we take the "most general" alpha-implicit, subset-unique PGN N on 
PN = {P1 ,P2,P3}: 

Here the edge labels do not denote actions but sets of actions: nJ denotes sync-set N ( { P; 1 

j E J} ), e.g. n 12 = sync-setN( { P1 , P2 } ). A PGN of this form (having all possible sync-sets in 
symbolic form) will be termed the full PGN on PN. 

Let's try to find out whether there exists a LOTOS representation of the form: 
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for some action sets x and y. The sync-set principle leads to the following set of equations 

1 n 1 a1x' 
2 n 2 = a2 x'y' 
3 n 3 = aax'y' 

4 n12 a1a2xy' 
5 n 13 = a1a3x'y 
6 n 23 = ~a3x'y 

Here a; denotes alpha(P;). Due to alpha-implicitness a1, a2, a3 may be removed by substituting 

a1 >-+ n1 + n12 + n1a + n123 
a2 >-+ n2 + n12 + n2a + n123 
aa >-+ na + n1a + n2a + n123 

yielding a system of equations over the "constanta" n1, n2, ... and the variables x, y. The re
quirements for subset-uniqueness are implicitly present in these equations due to theorem 13. 

4.2. Boolean equation solving 
Once we have obtained a set of equations, it can be rewritten as one equation of the form 
f(x, y, .. . ) =O using the following laws: 

a= b ~ a'b + ab' =O 
a=Oandb=O ~ a+b=O 

The first yields a set of equations of the form f(x, y, .. . ) =O, and the second yields one equation 
of the form f(x, y, .. . ) = O. The resulting expression for f may be simplified using the axioms 
and laws of Boolean algebra, in particular the absorption laws. 
Next we use the method for solving such an equation as described in (Bro90, Chapter 6] to which 
we refer for a fuller exposition and proofs. The method involves elimination of variables. 

Theorem 15 
For a Boolean function f: Bn-+ B, define the eliminants / 0,/1(x1), ... .!n(x1, ... ,xn) by: 

1. fn =def f 

2. fi-1 =def /;(0/x;]· /;(1/x;] (i = n, ... , 1) 
where /(0/x;] denotes substitution of O for X; in f. Then f(x1, ... , Xn) =O has a solution if and 
only ifthe consistency condition (CC) fo =O holds, and the subsumptive generol solution is then 
given by: 

/1(0) ~ x1 
/2(x1, O) ~ x2 

~ /H1) 
~ f~(xl, 1) 

/n(Xl,··· 1 Xn-b0) ~ Xn ~ /~(Xl 1 ••• 1 Xn-1 1 1) 

(The CC expresses that each lower bound is contained in the corresponding upper bound.) 

Simplification of the solution 
The resulting system of expressions for the lower and upper bounds may be simplified using the 
CC. This entails that the CC is no longer reproducible from the lower and upper bounds: the 
simplified expressions are only valid under the hypothesis of the ce. 
Furthermore, if the bounds contain variables, these variables may often be eliminated by using 
the bounds on the variables themselves. For example the lower bound for x 2 in theorem 15; 
/ 2(x1,0), may be simplified using that / 1(0) ~ x1 ~ /{(1). 
For the 2-variable case: let f(x1, x2) bea Boolean function; if f(a1, a2) = f(a1, b2) = f(b1, a2 ) = 
f(b 1 , b2), then f is constant for a1 ~ x1 ~ b1, a2 ~ x2 ~ b2 (cf. (Rud74, theorem 2.4]). Since 
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this condition is rather costly (for n variables, 2n expressions have tobe generated and 2n - 1 
equalities checked), one can first do a quick check as follows (again only stated for n = 2). 

Theorem 16 
If f : B 2 -+ B is a Boolean function over x 11 x2 and 

f[adx 11 b~/x~][a2/x2 , b~/x~] = f[btfxt, a~jx~][bdx2, a~Jx;] (1) 

then f is constant over the domain a1 :::; Xt :::; b1 , a 2 :::; x2 :::; b2. 

([ajx, b' Jx'] means: substitute a for x when x occurs under an even number of complementations, 
otherwise substitute b for x.) The main reason is that both the sum and product operators are 
monotonous in both operands, and complementation is anti-monotonous. So the left hand side 
of (1) is a lower bound and the right hand side an upper bound for f on the domain. 

Example 17 
Continuing our example, using the variable ordering x1 = y, x2 = x, we get: 

!2(x, y) 

ft(Y) 
!o 

x (nt + n2 + na + n2a) + x' (n12 + n1a + n12a) + 
y (n2 + na + n12 + nta) + y' (n2a + n123) 
y (n12 + n1a + n2 + na) + y'(n2a + n123) + fo 
n12(n2a + na) + nta(n2a + n2) + SU 

with SU = n1(n12 +nta +n12a) +n2(n12 +n2a +nt2a)+na(nta +n2a+n12a) + (n12 +nta +n2a) n12a· 
Hence, the consistency condition is 

ce: nt2(n2a + na) + n13(n2a + n2) + su =o 
Provided this holds, by theorem 15 

n2a + n12a + n12na + n1an2 $ Y $ (n12 + n1a + n2 + na)' 

(2) 

y(n2 + na) + y'n23 + n12 + n1a + n12a $ x $ (y(n12 + nta) + y'n12a + n2a + n1 + n2 + na)' 

This may be simplified using the CC and the simplification method of theorem 16 yielding: 

The full PGN of example 14 is equivalent to P1 11~ (P2 IIY Pa) iff CC (2) holds and 

n2a + n12a $ y $ (n2 + na + n12 + n1a)' 
n12+nta+n12a $ x $ (n1+n2+na+n2a)' 

Note that the sync-sets are not "concrete" sets of actions, they are "symbolic", hence the result 
will hold for any specific concrete sets of sync-sets n 1 , n 2 , •••• Consider the following concrete 
examples of alpha-implicit, subset-unique PGNs (now a, b, c, d E Act) 

d 

The left PGN is easily seen to satisfy the CC (2) for pattern P1 11~ (P2 IIY Pa) and the LOTOS rep
resentation follows from the bounds on x and y: Pt[a, c, d] ll{a,c} (P2[a, b, c, d] ll{b,c} Pa[a, b, c, d]). 
The right PGN violates the CC for the pattern P1 1 (g 1 Pa) since sync-set({P1 ,P2 }) n 
sync-set({Pa}) = {b} f 0. Also for ali other patterns ( P2 1 (P1 1 Pa) and Pa 1 (P1 1 g) ) 
it violates the corresponding CC, hence it has no equivalent parallel representation. It can be 
represented using also relabelling: (Pt[a, b]ll{a,b} (P2[a, b]lll Pa[a, b][b' /b]) )[b/b']. 
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Size Pattern SOP (PYTHON) BDD (KIMWITU/C) 
n gen. solve simplify total gen. solve total 
2 Ptl P2 2 <1 
3 P1 1 (P2 1 Ps) 2 6 2 10 <1 
4 P1 1 (P2 1 (Ps 1 P4)) 41 182 42 265 2 1 3 
4 (Pt 1 P2) 1 (Ps 1 P4) 40 154 50 244 2 1 3 
5 P1 1 (P2 1 (Ps 1 (P4 1 Pa))) 6392 13365 2047 21804 19 7 26 
5 ((Pt 1 P2) 1 Ps) 1 (P4 1 Ps) 6473 12644 2923 22040 15 6 21 
6 ((Pt 1 P2) 1 Ps) 1 ((P4 1 Ps) 1 Po) - - - - 193 40 233 

Figure 1: Times in seconds of sample runs on full PGNs. 

5. lmplementation 

The Boolean algebra method for subset-unique PGNs was first implemented in a language 
suitable for prototyping algorithms called PYTHON [Ros93]. Boolean expressions are maintained 
in so-called "sum of products" form, using a list of lista of (complemented) letters. Using this 
implementation on a 24 MB SPARC station IPC the representation problem for some full PGNs 
and various patterns was solved. The time to generate and salve the system, and to simplify the 
solution is given in figure 1 under the heading "SOP". These figures clearly show an exponential 
time complexity with respect to the number of processes n. One of the reasons is that 2n - 1 
equations are generated using n- 1 variables and 2n - 1 constanta. But note that the size of the 
PGN is already exponential in n itself. Moreover we are not solving the pattern representation 
problem for one particular instance but for all (subset-unique) PGNs on a set of processes and 
a specific pattern at once. One should also take into account that PYTHON is an interpreted 
language. 

lmproved implementation 
To get a more efficient implementation, the system was rewritten into C, this time using Re
duced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrama [Bry92], BDDs for short, to represent Boolean expres
sions. The implementation was alleviated by the use of the "term processor" KIMWITU [EB92). 
Basically KIMWITU produces C code from some user-provided definitions of recursive data types 
(including uniquely stored ones using hash tables) and functiona over these data types (includ
ing memofunctions); these are precisely the ingredients needed for the implementation of BDDs 
following the techniques described in [BRB90]. Instead of the simplification idea of theorem 16, 
the BDD implementation uses the constrain operation of [CBM89]. The procedure for solving 
and simplifying is shown in figure 2. It recursively eliminates a variable until no more variables 
are left. It returns to its caller the combined constraint up to that point. Note that the consis
tency condition is a constraint of the form c = O, but constrain uses a constraint of the form 
c = 1, hence "return NOT(f)" in case "vs == empty". In the other case we know that c = 1 
and low ~ v ~ upb which is the same as c ( v · upb + v' · low') = 1. 
Figure 1 gives the times to generate and salve various representation problema with the improved 
implementation under the heading "BDD". Note the drastic decrease in execution time. These 
times were obtained using the following variable ordering: the variables labelling the par-sets 
were ordered "top down", according to their place in the pattern, and were also eliminated in this 
order. For example for the pattern P1 llz (P2 11 11 P3 ) the order is x < y. The most logical order 
for the constanta n 1 , n2 , • • • would seem after the par-set variables to ensure fast elimination 
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boolexpr solve (f,vs) 
boolexpr f; varlist vs; 
{ 

} 

if ( vs == empty ) then 
{ 

} 

print("CC: O = ",f); 
return NOT(f); 

else { 

} 

var v = head(vs); 
boolexpr fO = eval(f,v,O); 
boolexpr f1 = eval(f,v,1); 
boolexpr c = solve( AND(f0,f1), tail(vs) ); 
boolexpr low = constrain ( fO, c ) ; print ( v, " >= " , low) ; 
boolexpr upb = constrain( NOT(f1), c ); print(v," <=" upb); 
return IfThenElse( v, AND(c,upb), AND(c,NOT(low)) ); 

Figure 2: Solving and simplification in the BDD implementation. 
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of variables. lndeed with this order the performance was about twice as fast compared to the 
times in figure 1. However we were not able to get rid of all the variables in the upper and lower 
bounds. Therefore we settled on an order where the constanta preceed the variables. 

Results from the implementation 

Analysing the results obtained by running the implementation on all patterns with up to five 
processes, a pattern evolved in the solutions and consistency conditions. We have not completed 
a proof of this result yet, so we state it as a conjecture: 

Conjecture 18 
Let N be an alpha-implicit, subset-unique PGN on PN = {P1 , ••• , Pn}, and Ea LOTOS pattern 
on PN where each parallel operator is labelled by a distinct variable. Provided the CC (see below) 
holds, for each subexpression E 1 llz E 2 of E the solution is given by 

;!< $ x $ x 
where ;~< 

x 
E{ sync-setN(S) 1 s ~ PN: proc(El) n s # 0 and proc(E2) n s # 0} 
II{ sync-setN(S)' 1 S ~ PN: proc(E1 ) n S # 0 xor proc(E2 ) n S # 0} 

Note the fact that the upper and lower bounds for each variable are independent of the other 
variables (for alpha-explicit PGNs this is not the case). The simplification method of theorem 16 
proves tobe suflicient to accomplish this (for the SOP-implementation). 
As to the consistency condition: for patterns where for each parallel operator one of the subpat
terns is a leaf (like P1 1 (P2 1 Pa) and P1 1 (P2 1 (Pa 1 P4 ))) the CC is simple: it is obtained by 
setting a<· X' =O for ali x E E. For other patterns like (P1 1 P2) 1 (Pa 1 P4 ) extra terms have to 
be added (see [Kar94]). 
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(i. The General Representation Problem 

The general parallel representation problem may be solved by considering the pattern represen
tation problem for each possible pattern. For example, for PGNs on 3 processes we have to look 
at the patterns (modulo commutativity of the parallel operator): P1 11. (P2 IIY P3), P3 11., (P1 IIY 
P2) and P2 11. (P1 lly P3). 
On a parallel machine this could even be done in parallel. Since ali these patterns have the 
same structure and only the position of the process names is permuted, as soon as we know 
the representability condition for one of them the condition for another pattern can be simply 
obtained by applying the appropriate permutation to the known condition. Using our previous 
results the condition for parallel representability then becomes (apart from subset-uniqueness) 

n12(n23 + n3) + n13(n23 + n2) =O or 
n12(n13 + n3) + n23(n13 + nl) =O or 
n13(n12 + n2) + n23(n12 + n1) =O 

It would be nice if one set of equations could be derived that corresponds to general repre
sentability. Unfortunately there is no Boolean operator O such that for ali Boolean expressions 
f,g: f =O or g =O ~ (!O g) =O (this would allow to combine the equations for the vari
ous patterns into one equation). [Kar94] gives estimates on the number of (essentially different) 
patterns and permutations that have to be considered for the general representation problem. 

7. Application to LOTOS Laws 

The application of this method is not limited to relating PGNs and LOTOS expressions, but 
it may also be used to relate LOTOS parallel expressions to each other. In fact, the sync-set 
principle is now fully applicable since both sides are subset-unique (see theorem 13)! 

Example 19 
As an example we will derive the law of associativity of pamllel composition (from [VSSB91]): 

if L(P) n B ~A andL(R) n A~ B then (P IIA Q) lis R ~ P IIA (Q lis R) 

A proof of this law can be found in [VSSB91]. We show that the requirements are not only 
suflicient but also necessary using the sync-set principle. The question can be stated as: for 
what x and y do we have that for ali P, Q, R E BExpr: 

(we may use ~ instead of~"' here since we work with symbolic sorts). Deriving the sync-sets on 
each side leads to the following equations (p denotes L(P), etc.): 

1 px' px'y' 
2 qx'y' = qx'y' 
3 rx'y' = ry' 

4 pqxy' pqxy' 
5 prxy' = prx'y 
6 qrx'y = qrx'y 

7 pqrxy = pqrxy 

Equations 2, 4, 6 and 7 are trivially satisfied for any x, y. Using the method to obtain one 
equation from the remaining ones yields 

px'y + rxy' = O 

which translates into (using a+ b =O ~ a= O and b =O, and ab' =O ~ a::; b): 

L(P) n y ~ x and L(R) n x ~ y 
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The method may easily be used to get conditions for the associativity of more than two parallel 
opera tors. 

Example 20 
As a second example we consider a law mentioned in [Bol90]: 

p IIPQUPQRUPR (Q IIPQRUQR R) ~ Q IIPQUPQRUQR (P IIPQRUPR R) 

where 

(L(P) n L(Q))\L(R) 
(L(P) nL(R))\L(Q) 

QR =def 

PQR =def 

(L(Q) n L(R))\L(P) 
L(P) n L( Q) n L(R) 

The validity of this law -forbidding as it may look- should not come as a surprise. Note 

that the first par-set may be rewritten as L(P) n (L(Q) U L(R)), the second as L(Q) n L(R), 
the third as L(Q) n (L(P) U L(R)) and the fourth as L(P) n L(R). Hence this law becomes 

P 1n1 (Q 1n1 R) ~ Q 1n1 (P 1n1 R), expressing the associativity of 1n1. 
In order to check this law, we can encode it in severa! ways. 

1. Encode it as stated using constant Boolean expressions for the par-sets. A sample run 

showed within a second that the consistency condition of the generated set of equations is 

O = O, meaning that the law is true. 

2. Encode it using variables for some of the sets. As an example we fixed the sets on the 

left hand side and determined the most general solution for the par-sets on the right-hand 
side, i.e. the question is for which values of x, y do we have 

p IIL(P)·(L(Q)+L(R)) (Q IIL(Q)·L(R) R) ~ Q 11. (P 11. R) 

The result showed that equivalence holds provided 

L(Q) · (L(P) + L(R)) ::0: x ::0: L(Q) · (L(P) + L(R)) + L(P)' · L(Q)' · L(R)' 
L(P) · L(R) ::0: y ::0: L(P) · L(R) + L(P)' · L(R)' 

These examples show that a variety of laws may be derived/checked by the method. 

8. Concluding remarks 

The Boolean algebra method discussed here allows to decide whether a subset-unique PGN 

can be represented as a LOTOS parallel expression and to derive conditions for bisimilarity of 

LOTOS parallel expressions. A unique feature of the method is that it may be used to decide 
the representation problem for all PGNs on a given set of process names at once. 

[Kar94] gives further results like an algorithm that shows that locally unique PGNs are always 

representable in LOTOS using parallel opera tors, relabelling and a process called Run ( defined 

by Run(A) =def L:;{ a; Run(A) 1 a EA} with A~ Act). 

Some things are not settled yet, e.g. does the sync-set principle also hold for nonsubset-unique 

PGNs? Even though we want to stress the Boolean algebra method and not our particular 
implementation nor its results when applied to particular problems, a direct proof of conjecture 

18 would be welcome. 

Extending the method to allow Run in the LOTOS representation of PGNs is easy. The inclusion 
of hiding should not be too difficult either. However including relabelling looks problematic: the 

method works because the sync-sets can be expressed in Boolean algebra; for relabelling, the 

sync-sets will include functions which cannot be expressed in Boolean algebra. 

Finally, using the results of this paper one might consider extending G-LOTOS [Naj92] with 
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PGN-constructs that are more permissive than the ones adopted now. 
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